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Culver City (July 16, 2015): On Saturday, July 25, 2015, Corey Helford Gallery’s extremely popular Art 
Collector Starter Kit group exhibition returns for its third annual event with all new 12” X 12” works from 
an exciting line-up of new and established New Contemporary artists. In addition to this exciting show, CHG 
will be celebrating its last exhibition in Culver City. After nine years on Washington Blvd., the gallery will be 
opening a new larger gallery space in Los Angeles. The location and projected grand opening will be announced 
soon. The motivation behind an exhibition of all 12” X 12” paintings stems from the fact that newer collectors, 
or enthusiasts, who have never bought an original piece from one of their favorite artists, may now do so. CHG, 
through its CIRCA gallery, continues to pursue its mission of spreading the joy and satisfaction of 
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3RD ANNUAL ART COLLECTOR STARTER KIT 
GROUP SHOW

ANDREW BRANDOU - BEAU STANTON - BRANDI MILNE - BRIAN DONNELLY - CAIA KOOPMAN
CAMILLA D’ERRICO - CARLOS RAMOS - ERIC JOYNER - FUCO UEDA - HANNAH YATA - HIKARI SHIMODA

HIRABAYASHI TAKAHIRO - KISUNG KOH - HUSH - JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH -  JOEY REMMERS
KORIN FAUGHT - LIZ MCGRATH - LORI NELSON - LU CONG - LUKE CHUEH - MELISSA FORMAN
NAOTO HATTORI - NATALIA FABIA - NICOMI NIX TURNER - PLASTICGOD - RICHARD J. OLIVER

RODRIGO LUFF - SARAH FOLKMAN - SAS CHRISTIAN - SHARK TOOF - SO YOUN LEE
SYLVIA JI - TRAVIS LAMPE - YOH NAGAO



art appreciation and collection to the larger, often not reached, public that sees itself some what outside the ele-
vated world of gallery attendance and/or the pleasure that comes from the owning of original art. The art world 
often seems to have an invisible wall, making some patrons feel unwanted. 

CHG, through its live events, open to the public, and its free print and free poster program - 17,000 anti-war 
posters created by some of the top artists in the New Contemporary scene were given away at the Art Basel art 
fair in 2007 - hopes to create a more welcoming experience for these patrons and the affordability of 12” X 12” 
original works is a step in that direction. The opening reception for the “3rd Annual Art Collector Starter Kit” 
group show will be hosted on Saturday, July 25, 2015, from 7-10pm at CHG Circa. The reception is open to the 
public, and the exhibition is on view through August 15, 2015.

CHG Circa
Established in 2012 by Los Angeles gallerists Jan Corey Helford and Bruce Helford, CHG Circa is their exciting 
new art venue on Washington Blvd. After launching the highly-successful Corey Helford Gallery in 2006 in the 
Culver City Arts District, the Helfords opened CHG Circa as a platform to highlight figurative and pop surreal 
artists worldwide, including Kazuki Takamatsu, Sylvia Ji, Eine, Luke Chueh, Hikari Shimoda and many more. 
Corey Helford Gallery is internationally-renowned for its standout exhibitions, from “Letters From America” 
during the 2012 London Olympics to “Art From The New World,” Corey Helford’s transatlantic collaboration 
with the Bristol’s City Museum & Art Gallery showcasing work by a formidable group of 49 of the finest emerg-
ing and noted American artists in the New Contemporary art scene. CHG Circa presents exhibitions and special 
projects of equal quality and caliber. “We believe the artists we show and support are creating timeless art,” the 
Helfords add, and to celebrate this, CHG Circa has an elegant 1930s’ ambiance, stamped tin ceilings and 10 foot 
archways. CHG Circa presents new exhibitions every 4-5 weeks. For more information and an upcoming exhibi-
tion schedule, please visit coreyhelfordgallery.com
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